Prima Foods Inc. is a full line wholesale food distributor of only the finest products. We pride ourselves on quality products, reasonable pricing, and friendly service. Prima Foods has three businesses under the same roof:

- **Wholesale Food Distributor** – we are a full service wholesale food distributor to restaurants, carry outs, delis, caterers, grocery stores, churches, and the general public.
- **Food Importer** – we are a direct food importer and distributor of the highest quality Greek cheeses, feta cheese, Kalamata olives, olive oils, and many other specialty international foods from around the world. Since we are direct importers, we sell for less.
- **Food Retailer** – our store is open to the public selling retail food products, supplies, and international gifts at wholesale prices. We will ship our products anywhere in the continental United States.

**Store hours:**
- Monday through Friday - 8:00 am to 5:00 pm
- Saturday - 9:00 am to 1:00 pm
- Sunday - Closed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>51 Kane Street</td>
<td>(410) 633-5500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore, MD 21224</td>
<td>(800) 296-7894</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PRODUCT LIST

GREEK BEANS AND NUTS
Apricots 1LB
Cashews 1LB
Chick Peas Dry per/LB
Chick Peas White 1LB
Chick Peas Yellow 1LB
Dates Jumbo 1LB
Fava Beans Dry per/LB
Fava Beans Split Large per/LB
Figs Dried 14oz
Gigantes Arosis 500GM
Lentils per/LB
Mixed Fruits 1LB
Pistachios 1LB
Pumpkin Seeds Roasted Salted 1LB
Raisins Golden 1LB
Soy Blast 1LB
Squash Seeds Roasted Salted 1LB

GREEK CHEESE AND DAIRY
Feta Cheese Barrel per/LB
Feta Cheese Domestic per/LB
Feta Cheese Kolios 14KG
Feta Cheese Kolios 2LB
Feta Cheese Kolios 4.5LB
Feta Cheese Kolios per/LB
Feta Cheese Prima 8LB
Feta Cheese Prima Domestic 5GL
Feta Cheese Dodoni 3LB
Feta Domestic Vacuum Pack 33LB AVG
Feta Goat's Milk Kolios 4.5LB
Goat Cheese 11oz
Halloumi Cheese per/LB
Kaseri Devanis per/LB
Kaseri Devanis Small Wheel 1.5LB AVG
Kaseri Kolios per/LB
Kaseri Kolios Small Wheel 1.5LB AVG
Kaseri Matis per/LB
Kaseri Matis Small Wheel 1.5LB AVG
Kaseri Parnasou per/LB
Kaseri Sahanaki per/LB
Kefalograviera Dodoni per/LB
Kefalograviera Kritis per/LB
Kefalograviera Mitilinis per/LB
Kefalotiri per/LB
Manouri per/LB
Mizithra 3LB AVG
Tzatziki Kronos 4LB
Vlahotiri per/LB
Vlahotiri Small Wheels 4LB AVG
Yogurt Greek 11LB
Yogurt Greek 1LB
Yogurt Total 0% FAGE 150GM
Yogurt Total 2% FAGE 200GM
Yogurt Total 10% FAGE 200GM
Yogurt Total 10% Family FAGE 1000GM

**GREEK FROZEN VEGETABLES**
Barba Stathis Artichoke Ala Polita 1000GM
Barba Stathis Artichokes 600GM
Barba Stathis Fasolakia 450GM
Barba Stathis Green Peas 450GM
Barba Stathis Okra 450GM
Barba Stathis Peas and Artichoke Mix 1000GM
Barba Stathis Rice with Spinach 1000GM

**GREEK BAKED GOODS**
Ammonia .75oz
Bougatsa 850GM
Bulghur 2LB
Corn Flour Yiotis 200GM
Farina Selfrising 500GM
Feta Cheese Pie 850GM
Fillo #10 Prima 1LB
Fillo #4 Prima 1LB
Fillo #7 Prima 1LB
Fillo Swirl with Feta 850GM
Fillo Swirl with Leek 850GM
Fillo Swirl with Pumpkin 850GM
Fillo Swirl with Spinach and Feta 850GM
Kataifi Dough 16oz
Kouloura Bread
Mahlep .6oz
Mastic .6oz
Mini Rollini with Feta 1000GM
Mini Rollini with Spinach and Feta 1000GM
Mini Fillo Swirl with Feta 1000GM
Mini Fillo Swirl with Spinach and Feta 1000GM
Mousaka Grecian Delight 6LB
Multi-Grain Pita 10CT
Pastichio Grecian Delight 6LB
Pita Bread 10CT
Semolina 1LB
Semolina Bread
Semolina Coarse 17oz
Sesame Seed 1LB
Sfoliata Sheets 24oz
Sfoliata Squares 16oz
Spanakopita 12pc triangles
Spanakopita 1oz 48CT
Spanakopita 8oz 10CT
Spankopita 6oz 12CT
Spinach Cheese and Leek Pie 850GM
Tiropita 12pc triangles
Tiropita 1oz 48CT
Vanilla Powder .6oz
Wheat Whole 2LB

GREEK CANNED GOODS
Artichoke Hearts 303 CN
Artichoke Hearts 3KG
Artichoke Hearts Marinated 67oz
Bean Soup Palirria 15oz
Broad Beans 24oz
Cabbage Stuffed 15oz
Caper Leaves 1KG
Capers 32oz
Dolmades 375GM
Dolmades 70oz
Dolmades Zanae 10oz
Dolmades Zanae 70oz
Eggplant Fried 400GM
Eggplant in Tomato Sauce Palirria 280GM
Eggplant Stuffed 15oz
Giant Beans in Tomato Sauce Palirria 280GM
Giant Beans in Tomato Sauce Palirria 2KG
Grape Leaves Orlando 25LB
Grape Leaves Orlando QT
Green Beans in Tomato Sauce Palirria 280GM
Grilled Artichoke Halves 13.75oz
Grilled Artichoke Hearts 13.75oz
Grilled Asparagus 13.75oz
Grilled Veggie Mix 13.75oz
Grilled Zucchini 13.75oz
Lupini Beans 16oz
Okra in Tomato Sauce Palirria 280GM
Peas in Oil Palirria 280GM
Pepper Dolmas 15oz
Peppers Red Roasted #10 CN
Peppers Red Roasted 16oz
Tahini 16oz
Tarama 10oz
Tarama 10LB
Tarama 16oz
Taramosalata 10LB
Taramosalata 14oz
Taramosalata 8oz
Taramosalata Lite 8oz

GREEK COFFEE AND MISC.
Bravo Coffee 16oz
Chamomile 2oz
Chamomile Soap 4oz
Charcoal Large
Charcoal Small
Icons
Incense
Laikos Coffee 16oz
Livani 2oz
Nescafe 100GM
Nescafe 200GM
Nescafe Decaf 200GM
Olive Oil Soap
Papagalos Coffee 16oz
Papagalos Decaf Coffee 3.5oz
Soap Bar Assorted Varieties
Venizelos Coffee 16oz

GREEK JUICES AND JAMS
Almond Syrup 1LT
Amita Apricot Juice 1LT
Amita Apricot Juice .25LT
Amita Motion Juice 1LT
Amita Motion Juice .33LT
Amita Peach Juice 1LT
Amita Peach Juice .25LT
Amita Sour Cherry Juice 1LT
Amita Sour Cherry Juice .25LT
Vissinada 900GM

GREEK COOKIES AND RUSKS
Cookies Almond with Honey 320GM
Cookies Caprice Cappucino 250GM
Cookies Caprice Chocolate 250GM
Cookies Caprice Vanilla 250GM
Cookies Cocoa Filling 200GM
Cookies Ladokoulouro 500GM
Cookies Ladokoulouro with Sesame 320GM
Cookies Miranda Biscuits 250GM
Cookies Moustokouloura 330GM
Cookies Petit Beurre 225GM
Cookies Raisin Sesame 16oz
Cookies Strawberry Filling 200GM
Cookies Vanilla Sesame 16oz
Cookies Zakinthino 300GM
Koulourakia
Kourambiethes
Krispies No Sugar 200GM
Krispies W/Sesame 200GM
Melomakarona
Rusks Almond 400GM
Rusks Barley Mana 750GM
Rusks Cyprus 350GM
Rusks of barley 500GM
Rusks of Rye 600GM
Rusks of Wheat Sparta 500GM
Rusks Tsatsaronaki Wheat 600GM
Toast Elite 180GM
Toast Papadopoulos 255GM

GREEK MEATS
Basterma 2LB AVG
Chicken Gyro Mini Grecian Delight 2/10LB
Chicken Gyro Sliced Kronos 5LB
Chicken Souvlaki Kronos 5/4oz
Gyro Cones Grecian Delight 2/20LB
Gyro Cones Grecian Delight 1/30LB
Gyro Cones Kronos 1/30LB
Gyro Cones Kronos 2/20LB
Gyro Family Pack Setup Grecian Delight 3CT
Gyro Loaf Cooked Grecian Delight 32LB
Gyro Loaf Kronos 8/5LB
Gyro Mini Kronos 4/10LB
Gyro Premium Strips Kronos 10LB
Gyro Sliced Kronos 5LB
Lamb Racks 2LB AVG
Lamb Whole Seasonal 28-34LB AVG
Leg of Lamb Bone In 7LB AVG
Leg of Lamb Boneless 5LB AVG
Lucanico with Leeks per LB
Lucanico Old Neighborhood 1LB AVG
Pork Souvlaki Kronos 5/4oz
Soujouk 1LB AVG
Soujouk Lukanka 2LB AVG

GREEK OILS AND VINEGAR
Balsamic Vinegar 500ML
Balsamic Vinegar 5LT
Divo Oil 10% 1GL
Fytini 28oz
Giannoulis Extra Virgin Olive Oil 1LT
Horio Extra Virgin Olive Oil 3LT
Kalamata Extra Virgin Olive Oil 3LT
Kolymvari Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil 500ML
Lakonia Extra Virgin Olive Oil 3LT
Liohori Extra Virgin Olive Oil 3LT
Minerva Pure Olive Oil 3LT
Pirolio Pomace Olive Oil 3LT
Sea Salt 250GM
Sea Salt 750GM
Sesame Oil 8.5oz
Spitiko Extra Virgin Olive Oil .75LT
Spitiko Extra Virgin Olive Oil 3LT
Vinegar Top Red .5LT
Vinegar Top White .5LT

GREEK PASTA
Astraki Misco 500GM
Fides Misco 8oz
Hilopittes Long 500GM
Hilopittes Short 500GM
Kofto Misco 500GM
Long Ziti Misco #2 16oz
Orzo Misco 16oz
Peponaki Misco 17oz
Sousamaki Misco 17oz
Spaghetti Misco #5 16oz
Spaghetti Misco #6 16oz
Trahanas Sour 500GM
Trahanas Sweet 500GM

GREEK SWEETS
Baklava 12CT
Baklava 32CT
Baklava 48CT
Bougatsa Yiotis 648GM
Chocolate Almonds 1LB
Chocolate Ion 200GM
Chocolate Ion Almond 100GM
Chocolate Ion Almond 200GM
Chocolate Ion Hazelnut 200GM
Chocolate Ion Plain 100GM
Chocolate Raisins 1LB
Chocolate Wafers Ion 38GM
Crème Caramel 75GM
Custard Powder Chocolate 160GM
Custard Powder Vanilla 160GM
Custard Powder Variety 260GM
Greek Delight W/Pistachio 1LB
Halva Almond 200GM
Halva Almond per/LB
Halva Chocolate per/LB
Halva Chocolate Covered 500GM
Halva Pistachio per/LB
Halva Vanilla per/LB
Honey 5LB
Honey Attiki 1LB
Honey Attiki 2LB
Honey Dumplings 253GM
Kataifi 10CT
Kataifi 35CT
Koulourakia 6oz
Kourabiethes 12oz
Mantolato 50GM
Melomakarona 14oz
Mille Feuille Mix Yiotis 532GM
Nutella 13oz
Ouzo Candy .5LB
Pasteli Fistikato 46GM
Pasteli Honey and Sesame 70GM
Pasteli Pistachio 50GM
Preserves Bitter Orange 16oz
Preserves Cherry 16oz
Preserves Figs 16oz
Preserves Grape 16oz
Preserves Orange Sweets 16oz
Preserves Pergamon 16oz
Preserves Pistachio 16oz
Preserves Quince 16oz
Preserves Rose Petal 16oz
Preserves Sour Cherry 16oz
Preserves Vanilla 16oz
Tiramisu Mix Yiotis 695GM

GREEK SEAFOOD
Anchovies in Salt 15oz
Anchovy Fillet in Glass 90GM
Cod Fish in Sauce 4oz
Cod Fish Salted Boneless per/LB
Gavros 1KG
Herring Fillet 8oz
Herring Smoked 1LB AVG
Lakerda 12.7oz
Lavraki (Sea Bass) per/LB
Mussels 1/2 Shell 2LB
Mussels in Pickled Sauce 115GM
Mussels Marinated 5oz
Octopus 4-6LB AVG
Octopus 6-8LB AVG
Octopus in Garlic 115GM
Octopus in Oil Fantis 100GM
Octopus Picant Fantis 100GM
Octopus Portugese 4-6LB AVG
Sardines Frozen 28oz
Sardines in Salt 4.5KG
Sardines Salted 1/2KG
Smelts 2LB AVG
Squid Frozen 2.5LB
Squid Stuffed in Ink Sauce 4oz
Squid W/Ink 15oz
Tsipoura (Sea Bream) per/LB

EASTERN EUROPEAN
7 Days Croissants 5PK
Borovec Wafers Assorted Varieties
Eggplant Appetizer 530GM
Eggplant Pickled 10oz
Eggplant Roasted #10 CN
Feta Cheese Bulgarian 14KG
Feta Cheese Bulgarian 1KG
Feta Cheese Bulgarian 7KG
Filet Elena per/LB
Kaskaval Bulgarian Small Wheel 2LB AVG
Lutenitsa Homestyle 570GM
Lutenitsa Hot Vegetable Spread 530GM
Marco Polo Blackberry Syrup 33oz
Marco Polo Blueberry 33oz
Marco Polo Caponata 12oz
Marco Polo Cherries 24oz
Marco Polo Peppers Long Red 24oz
Marco Polo Peppers with Garlic 19oz
Moreni Wafers Assorted Varieties
Mura Wafers Assorted Varieties
Peppers Red Roasted 16oz
Salami Hungarian per/LB
Smoked Pork per/LB
Soujouk Lukanka 2LB AVG
Sunflower Seeds Detelina 200GM
Vavel Cherry Jam 16oz
Vavel Dill Pickles 30oz
Vavel Strawberry Jam 16oz
Vegeta Seasoning 17.5oz
Zergut Balkan Salad 19oz
Zergut Cabbage/Beet Salad 29oz
Zergut Cabbage Leaves 24oz
Zergut Fried Eggplant 12oz
Zergut Guvetch 19oz
Zergut Hot Ajvar 24oz
Zergut Ikra Eggplant Spread 19oz
Zergut Imam Bayeldi 19oz
Zergut Kosher Dill Pickles 24oz
Zergut Lutenica Chunky Relish 19oz
Zergut Lutenica 12oz
Zergut Marinated Tomatoes 56oz
Zergut Marinated Tomatoes and Pickles 56oz
Zergut Pepper Paste 19oz
Zergut Peppetizer 19oz
Zergut Peppetizer Hot 19oz
Zergut Polish Beets 30oz
Zergut Roasted Eggplant Puree 19oz
Zergut Russian Style Dill Pickles 24oz
Zergut Sour Cherries 24oz
Zergut Stuffed Cabbage Leaves 300GM
Zergut Stuffed Eggplant 15oz
Zergut Stuffed Tomato 15oz
Zergut Stuffed Zucchini 15oz
Zergut Vegetable Salad 19oz

ITALIAN
Asiago Medium per/LB
Cheese Ravioli 100/1.3oz 10LB
Cod Fish Boneless Salted per/LB
Fontinella per/LB
Genoa Citterio 6LB AVG
Genoa Citterio 9oz
Manicotti 60/2.75oz
Mascarpone 1LB
Meat Ravioli 100/1.3oz 10LB
Meatballs .5oz Prima 10LB
Meatballs 1.5oz Prima 10LB
Meatballs 1oz Prima 10LB
Meatballs 2oz Prima 10LB
Mortadella Citterio .5LB AVG
Mortadella Citterio Fresco Sliced 4oz
Mozzarella Fresh 4oz 3LB
Mozzarella Prima Whole Milk 6LB AVG
Parmesan Reggiano per/LB
Parmesan Shredded 5lb
Prosciutto Sliced Citterio 3oz
Prosciutto Half 5LB AVG
Provolone Salami Imported per/LB
Ricotta 6/5LB
Romano Grated Prima 5LB
Romano Loose per/LB
Romano Wheel 50LB AVG
Sausage Hot Calabrese Citterio 7oz
Sausage Hot Link 10LB
Sausage Hot Rope 10LB
Sausage Mild Bulk 10LB
Sausage Mild Link 10LB
Sausage Mild Rope 10LB
Sausage Soppressata Citterio 9oz
Sausage Sweet Abruzzese Citterio 7oz
Stuffed Shells 96/2.75oz 16.5LB
Tortellini Cheese 10LB

MIDDLE EASTERN
Baba Ghannouge 13oz
Basterma 2LB AVG
Chick Pea Candy 16oz
Colkassia Taro Root Frozen 14oz
Fig Paste Mechaalany 1LB
Foul Mudammas 20oz
Hummus 13oz
Laziza Apple Malt Beverage 330ML
Laziza Malt Beverage 330ML
Maatouk Coffee Plain 1LB
Maatouk Coffee w/Cardamom 1LB
Mlouhiyeh Frozen 400GM
Mortar and Pestle Brass
Mortar and Pestle Wood
Okra Frozen 14oz
Orange Water 10oz
Rose Water 10oz
Soujouk 1LB AVG
Soujouk Spicy 2LB AVG
Tahini 16oz
Tahini 5GL
Turkish Delight Loucoumi Almond 16oz
Turkish Delight Loucoumi Mint/Rose/Lemon 16oz
Turkish Delight Loucoumi Pistachio 16oz

**GIFTWARE**
Dinner Sets 49pc
Flat Ware Sets
Tea Sets 17pc
Water Pipe Houka in Case
3 Section Serve Set
Backgammon Boards
Chip and Dip Sets
Greek Cookbooks
Eastern Mediterranean Cookbooks
Oil and Vinegar Sets
Demitesse Coffee Sets
Mortar and Pestle Wood
Mortar and Pestle Brass
Fancy Metal Skewers

**OLIVES**
Alfonso Olives per/LB
Black Olives Cyprus per/LB
Black Olives Mammouth 26.5LB
Black Olives Mammouth per/LB
Black Olives Sliced #10 CN
Black Whole Pitted Olives #10 CN
Greek Country Mix per/LB
Green Cracked Olives 26.5LB
Green Cracked Olives per/LB
Green Olives Mammouth 26.5LB
Green Olives Mammouth per/LB
Green Olives Sliced #10 CN
Green Olives Stuffed With Garlic 26.5LB
Green Olives Stuffed With Garlic per/LB
Halkidiki Olives per/LB
Kalamata Olives Brilliant 26.5LB
Kalamata Olives Extra Jumbo 26.5LB
Kalamata Olives Extra Large 26.5LB
Kalamata Olives Giant 26.5LB
Kalamata Olives Jumbo 26.5LB
Kalamata Olives Large 26.5LB
Kalamata Olives Large 4.5LB
Kalamata Olives Pitted 4.5LB
Kalamata Olives Pitted 22LB
Kalamata Olives Pitted per/LB
Kalamata Olives Super Colossal per/LB
Kalamata Olives Superior 26.5LB
Mediterranean Mix per/LB
Royal Olives per/LB
Thassos Olives per/LB
Throumbies Halkidiki per/LB

OLIVE OIL AND SHORTENINGS
Clear Shortening Supreme 35LB
Creamy Shortening Supreme 35LB
Divo Oil 10% Supreme 1GL
Horio Extra Virgin Olive Oil 3LT
Lakonia Extra Virgin Olive Oil 3LT
Liohori Extra Virgin Olive Oil 3LT
Low Melt 6/#10
Minerva Pure Olive Oil 3LT
Pam Spray 17oz CN
Peanut Oil Supreme 35LB
Pirolio Pomace Olive Oil 3LT
Salad Oil Supreme 35LB
Spitiko Extra Virgin Olive Oil 3LT
Spitiko Extra Virgin Olive Oil .75LT
Whirl 3/1GL

BEANS
Black Beans 25LB
Black Beans 6/#10
Cannellini Beans 6/#10
Chick Peas Hanover #10 CN
Chick Peas 25LB
Chick Peas Dry per LB
Chick Peas White Salted 1LB
Chick Peas Yellow Roasted 1LB
Fava Beans Dry 1LB
Fava Beans Split Large 1LB
Gigantes Arosis 500GM
Great Northern Beans 25LB
Green Beans Cut Hanover #10 CN
Green Split Peas 25LB
Kidney Beans Dark Hanover #10 CN
Kidney Beans Light Hanover #10 CN
Lentils 25LB
Lima Beans 25LB
Navy Beans 25LB
Soy Blast 1LB

APPETIZERS
Cheese Cubes Cheddar 6/2LB
Cheese Cubes Pepper 6/2LB
Cheese Ravioli Breaded 10LB
Chicken Nuggets Brakebush 12LB
Dolmades Corcel 70oz
Dolmades Zanae 10oz
Dolmades Zanae 70oz
Eggplant Breaded Long 10LB
Eggplant Breaded Round 3/8" 10LB
Fries Wedge Seasoned Lamb Weston 30LB
Jalapeno Poppers w/Cheddar 4LB
Jalapeno Poppers w/Cream Cheese 4LB
Meatballs .5oz-2oz Prima 10LB
Mozzarella Sticks Battered Anchor 6/2.5LB
Mozzarella Sticks Battered 6/2LB
Mozzarella Sticks Breaded Anchor 4/4LB
Mozzarella Sticks Breaded Prima 7LB
Mushrooms Battered 6/2LB
Mushrooms Breaded Anchor 6/2.5LB
Mushrooms Homestyle Breaded 6/2LB
Onion Rings Beer Battered 4/2.5LB
Onion Rings Extruded 8/2LB
Onion Rings Gourmet 4/2LB
Onion Rings Gourmet Moore's 12/2LB
Onion Rings Homestyle 8/2LB
Oysters Breaded 3DZ/3LB
Potato Skins 1.2oz 30LB
Scallops Breaded 3LB
Shrimp Breaded 16/20 3LB
Spanakopita 1oz Prima 48CT
Tiropita 1oz Prima 48CT
Wing Dings Pierce 15LB
Wing Ditties Brakebush 12LB
Wing Zings Pierce 15LB
Wings Jumbo Party 40LB
Wings of Fire Tyson 10LB
Wings Whole 40LB
Zucchini Sliced Anchor 4/3.5LB
Zucchini Sticks Anchor 4/3.5LB

**NUTS**
Almonds Jordan Assorted Colors 1LB
Almonds Chocolate 1LB
Almonds Roasted and Salted 1LB
Almonds Shelled 1LB
Almonds Sliced 1LB
Almonds Slivered 1LB
Almonds Jordan White 1LB
Cashews Roasted and Salted 1LB
Peanuts with Wasabi 1LB
Pine Nuts 1LB
Pistachio Nuts 1LB
Pumpkin Seeds Roasted and Salted 1LB
Squash Seeds Roasted and Salted 1LB
Sunflower Seeds Whole 2LB
Walnuts Pieces and Halves 2LB
Walnuts Pieces and Halves 25LB

**POULTRY**
4oz Lemon Butter Chicken Steak 10LB
5oz Chicken Steak Plain 10LB
7oz Chicken Steak Plain 10LB
5oz Lemon Butter Chicken Steak 10LB
8oz Lemon Butter Chicken Steak 10LB
Brakebush 4pc. Chicken 10/18oz Servings
Brakebush Chicken Breast Breaded 32/5oz
Brakebush Chicken Breast Breaded 40/4oz
Brakebush Chicken Cutlets 10LB
Brakebush Chicken Fritters 10LB
Brakebush Chicken Nuggets 12LB
Brakebush Chicken Patties 53/3oz
Brakebush Chicken Patties GoldSpice 28/5.6oz
Brakebush Chicken Patties GoldSpice 43/3.7oz
Brakebush Chicken Pretzels 10LB
Brakebush Chicken Tenders 10LB
Brakebush Chicken Zips 10LB
Brakebush Inferno Wings 12LB
Brakebush J-Crumb Chicken Tenders 10LB
Brakebush Popcorn Chicken 10LB
Brakebush Spicy Breast Strips 10LB
Brakebush Wing Ditties 12LB
Brakebush Wings Breaded 12LB
Chicken Gyro Cones Grecian Delight 2/10LB
Chicken Gyro Pre-cooked Sliced Kronos 5LB
Chicken Souvlaki Kronos 5/4oz
Diced Chicken Mixed Tyson 10LB
Diced Chicken White Tyson 10LB
Townsend 4oz Cooked Grilled Chicken 2/5LB
Townsend 6oz Breast Filet 2/5LB
Townsend Chicken Tender Golden 2/5LB
Townsend Chicken Strips Fully Cooked 2/5LB
Townsend Chicken Tender Seasoned 2/5LB
Townsend Roasted Fully Cooked Wings 2/5LB
Turkey Bacon 12LB
Turkey Burger 4oz 10LB
Tyson Chicken Sausage Patties Precooked 10LB
Tyson Fully Cooked Jumbo Wing 15LB
Tyson Tender Fritters 10LB
Tyson Wings of Fire 10LB
Wing Zings Pierce 15LB
Wings Dings Pierce 15LB
Wings Jumbo Party 40LB
Wings Whole 40LB

FRENCH FRIES
Colossal Crisp 3/8" 6/5LB
Krinkle Cut 6/5LB
Ore-Ida 3/8" 6/5LB
Park Avenue 3/8" 6/5LB
Premium Steak Cut 6/5LB
Private Reserve 3/8" 6/5LB
Rapid Russet 6/5LB
Seasoned 3/8" 6/5LB
Seasoned Criss Cut 27LB
Seasoned Loop Curly Fries 6/4LB
Special Pack Lamb Weston 3/8" 6/5LB
Stealth 3/8" 6/5LB
Stealth 3/8" Skin On 6/5LB
Supreme Steak Cut 6/5LB
Sweet Potato Fries Peppercorn 5/3LB
Sweet Potato Fries Platter 5/3LB
Sweet Potato Fries Vanilla Sugar 5/3LB
Sweet Potato Fries Trim 5/3LB
Western Wedge Seasoned 6/5LB

VEGETABLES
Baby Lima Beans 30LB
Broccoli Spears 12/2LB
Brussel Sprouts 12/2LB
Carrots Sliced 12/2LB
Chopped Broccoli 12/2.5LB
Chopped Spinach 12/3 LB
Colkassia Taro Root 14oz
Cut Corn 30LB
Cut Green Beans 24LB
Diced Green Peppers 12/2LB
Fava Beans Large 28oz
Leaf Spinach 12/3LB
Mixed Vegetables 30LB
Mloukhiyeh 400GM
Mushrooms Fresh Sliced 20LB Country Fresh
Okra 14oz
Peas 30LB
Whole Green Beans 12/2LB

DAIRY
Butter Cups 720CT
Butter Solids 1LB
Butter Sweet 1LB
Eggs Large Grade A 15DZ
Half and Half Creamers 402CT
Heavy Cream 40% 12/1QT
Margarine 30LB
Promise Cups 600/5GM
Sour Cream 10LB
Yogurt Greek 1LB
Yogurt Greek 11LB
Zero Trans Fat Margarine 30LB

TEA AND BEVERAGES
Chamomile 2oz
Fresh Ground Coffee per/LB
Fruit Punch Mix 12/21oz
Hot Cocoa Nestle 50CT
Ice Tea Bags Nestea 96/1GL
Lemon Dominade Lemonade Mix 12/21oz
Lipton Ice Tea Bags 4/24/1oz
Lipton Ice Tea Mix 24/12oz
Mountain Tea 2oz
Orange Drink Mix 12/2GL

CHEESE
Blue Cheese Crumble 5LB
Blue Cheese Danish per/LB
Cheddar Cheese Sauce Mild #10 CN
Cheddar Cheese Sauce Nacho #10 CN
Cheddar Cheese Shredded 6/5LB
Cheddar White 40LB AVG
Diced #UNO Mozz/Prov 6/5LB
Diced Prima 6/5LB
Feta Cheese Barrel per/LB
Feta Cheese Bulgarian 12KG
Feta Cheese Bulgarian 1KG
Feta Cheese Bulgarian 6KG
Feta Cheese Domestic per/LB
Feta Cheese Kolios 14KG
Feta Cheese Kolios 4.5LB
Feta Cheese Kolios per/LB
Feta Cheese Prima 8LB
Feta Cheese Prima Domestic 5GL
Feta Domestic Vacuum Pack 33LB AVG
Fontinella Cheese per/LB
Goat Cheese 11oz
Gouda Cheese per/LB
Gouda Smoked per/LB
Graviera Kritis per/LB
Halloumi Cheese 1/2LB AVG
Kaseri Devanis per/LB
Kaseri Kolios per/LB
Kaseri Kolios Small Wheel 1.5LB AVG
Kaseri Matis per/LB
Kaseri Parnasou 7LB AVG
Kaskaval Bulgarian Small Wheel 2LB AVG
Kefalograviera Kritis per/LB
Kefalograviera Mitilinis per/LB
Kefalotiri per/LB
Manouri per/LB
Mascarpone 1LB
Monteray Jack and Cheddar Shredded 4/5LB
Mozzarella Fresh 4oz 3LB
Mozzarella Krohn Part Skim 50LB AVG
Mozzarella Krohn Whole Milk 50LB AVG
Mozzarella Prima 50LB AVG
Myzithra 1LB AVG
Parmesan Reggiano per/LB
Parmesan Shredded 5LB
Pepper Cheese 5LB
Provolone Krohn 35LB AVG
Provolone Prima 33LB AVG
Provolone Salami per/LB
Provolone Sliced 10/2LB
Reggianito Argentine per/LB
Ricotta Cheese 5LB
Romano Grated 5LB
Romano Wheel 55LB AVG
Romano per/LB
Sardo per/LB
Sharp Cheese Cooper 5LB
Shredded #UNO Mozz/Prov 5LB
Shredded Prima 6/5LB
Swiss Cheese Domestic
Swiss Cheese Imported
Vlahotiri per/LB
Vlahotiri Small Wheels 4LB AVG
White American Bulk 6/5LB
White American Sliced 160 4/5LB
Yellow American Cheese Bulk 6/5LB
Yellow American Sliced 120 4/5LB
Yellow American Sliced 160 4/5LB

JUICES
Amita Apricot .25LT
Amita Apricot 1LT
Amita Motion .33LT
Amita Motion 1LT
Amita Peach .25LT
Amita Peach 1LT
Amita Sour Cherry .25LT
Amita Sour Cherry 1LT
Apple Juice 12/46oz
Grape Juice 12/46oz
Grapefruit Juice 12/46oz
Ind. Apple Juice 48/6oz
Ind. Grapefruit Juice 48/5.5oz
Ind. Ocean Spray Cranberry Juice 48/5.5oz
Ind. Orange Juice 48/5.5oz
Ind. Pineapple Juice 48/6oz
Ind. Tomato Juice 48/5.5oz
Ind. V8 Juice 48/5.5oz
Lemon Juice 32oz
Orange Juice Frozen 12/32oz
Pineapple Juice 12/46oz
Real Lemon Juice 6/48oz
Tomato Juice 12/46oz
V8 Juice 12/46oz

**SALADS**
Cole Slaw 10LB
Potato Salad 10LB
Shrimp for Salad 100/200ct 5/2LB

**PASTA**
Beef Lasagna 6LB
Barilla Capellini 2/10LB
Barilla Fettucine 2/10LB
Barilla Linguine 2/10LB
Barilla Penne Rigate 2/10LB
Barilla Spaghetti 2/10LB
Cheese Ravioli Jumbo 10LB
Cheese Tortellini 2/5LB
Egg Noodle 1/2" Wide 10LB
Egg Noodle 1/4" Medium 10LB
Elbow Macaroni 20LB
Fettuccine Long 10LB
Lasagna Noodles Ribbed 10LB
Linguine 20LB
Manicotti 60/2.75oz 10LB
Meat Ravioli Jumbo 100/1.3OZ
Misco Astraki 500GM
Misco Fides 8oz
Misco Kofto 500GM
Misco Long Ziti #2 500GM
Misco Orzo 500GM
Misco Peponaki 17oz
Misco Sousamaki 17oz
Misco Spagheti #5 500GM
Misco Spagheti #6 500GM
Pasta Sheets Precooked 10LB
Pastachio Grecian Delight 6LB
Spagheti Thin 20LB
Stuffed Shells 96/2.75oz
Ziti Cut 20LB

**DELI MEATS**
Beef Bologna Berk's 8LB AVG
Beef Salami Hatfield 6LB AVG
Bologna Hatfield 7LB AVG
Canadian Bacon Berk's 3LB AVG
Capicola Berk's 5LB AVG
Corn Beef 7LB AVG
Danish Ham 12LB AVG
Deli Ham 12LB AVG
Genoa Citterio 6LB AVG
Ham Cooked 13LB AVG
Ham Football Hatfield 11LB AVG
Ham Picnic 11LB
Ham Spiced Hatfield 5LB AVG
Liverwurst 3LB AVG
Mortadella 7LB AVG
Pepperoni Stick 3LB AVG
Pit Ham Hatfield 14LB AVG
Prosciuttini Berk's 5LB AVG
Prosciutto 5LB AVG
Roast Beef Berk's 5LB AVG
Salami Cooked Hatfield 7LB AVG
Turkey Bone In 18/20LB AVG
Turkey Braised 8LB AVG
Turkey Ham 7LB AVG
Turkey in Foil 9LB AVG
Turkey Pan Roasted 8LB AVG
Turkey White 10LB AVG
Virginia Ham Berk's 13LB AVG

HAMBURGERS
Hamburgers 2oz Devault 12LB
Hamburgers 2oz TNT 20LB
Hamburgers 3.2oz TNT 20LB
Hamburgers 3oz Devault 12LB
Hamburgers 4oz Devault 12LB
Hamburgers 4oz TNT 20LB
Hamburgers 5.3oz TNT 20LB
Hamburgers 8oz TNT 20LB
Pre-Cooked Hamburgers 2.5oz 10LB

MEATBALLS
Meatballs Beef/Turkey .5oz Prima 10LB
Meatballs All Beef 1oz Prima 10LB
Meatballs Beef/Turkey 1oz Prima 10LB
Meatballs Beef/Turkey 1.5oz Prima 10LB
Meatballs All Beef 2oz Prima 10LB
Meatballs Beef/Turkey 2oz Prima 10LB

MEATS
Bacon 16-18 Hatfield 15LB
Bacon 20-22 Hatfield 15LB
Bacon Chefpleaser Hatfield 15LB
Bacon Layout 15LB
Bacon Precooked 2/150CT
Bacon Topping 2/5LB
Basterma 2LB AVG
Beef Crumble Doskocil 2/5LB
Beef Topping Doskocil 2/5LB
Chip Beef 3LB
Ground Beef 90/10 10LB
Lamb Leg Bone In 7LB AVG
Lamb Leg Boneless 5LB AVG
Lamb Racks 2LB AVG
Lamb Shoulder per/LB
Lamb Whole Seasonal 28-34LB AVG
Lucanico 1LB AVG
Pepperoni Beef Doskocil 25LB
Pepperoni Doskocil 10LB
Pepperoni Doskocil 25LB
Pork BBQ 5LB
Pork Chops Center Cut 5oz 10LB
Pork Crumble Doskocil 5LB
Pork Nuggets Doskocil 2/5LB
Pork Nuggets Old World 2/5LB
Pork Souvlaki Kronos 5/4oz
Pork Tenderloin 10LB AVG
Quails 24oz PK
Rib Eye 5 UP 60LB AVG
Scrapple Hatfield 16/1LB
Soujouk 1LB AVG
Soujouk Spicy 1LB AVG
Top Round 25LB AVG
Veal 4oz Patty 10LB
Veal 5oz Leg Cutlet 10LB
Veal Steak 6oz 10LB

SAUSAGE AND HOT DOGS
Footlong All Beef Berk's 10LB
Footlong 2/5LB
Hot Dog Chili #10 CN
Hot Dogs All Beef 4/1 Old Neighborhood 10LB
Hot Dogs Berk's All Beef 4/1 10LB
Hot Dogs 8/1 All Meat Berk's 12LB
Hot Dogs All Beef 8/1 Berk's 10LB
Hot Dogs Berk's Fiesta 7" 10LB
Hot Dogs Stony Creek 8/1 All Meat 10LB
Kielbasa Skinless Old Neighborhood 10LB
Polish Sausage 5/1 Berk's 10LB
Polish Smoked Sausage 4/1 Berk's 7" 10LB
Sausage Breakfast Links 1oz Hatfield 10LB
Sausage Breakfast Links 2oz Hatfield 10LB
Sausage Hot Link 10LB
Sausage Hot Rope 10LB
Sausage Mild Bulk 10LB
Sausage Mild Link 10LB
Sausage Mild Rope 10LB
Sausage Patties 2oz Hatfield 10LB
Sausage Patties Precooked Hatfield 2oz 10LB
Sausage Precooked Link 12LB

GYRO
Gyro Cones Large Grecian Delight 1/30LB
Gyro Cones Large Kronos 1/30LB
Gyro Cones Medium Grecian Delight 2/20LB
Gyro Cones Medium Kronos 2/20LB
Gyro Cones Mini Kronos 4/10LB
Gyro Family 3pk Kit Grecian Delight
Gyro Loaf Cooked Grecian Delight 32LB
Gyro Loaf Kronos 8/5LB
Gyro Portion Kronos 48/4oz
Gyro Premium Strips Kronos 10LB
Gyro Sliced Kronos Fully Cooked 5LB
Gyro Sliced Halal 5LB

STEAKS
4oz Lean Strip Prima 10LB
4oz Grill Master 10LB
4oz South Philly 10LB
5oz Lean Strip Prima 10LB
5oz Chicken Steak Lemon Butter 10LB
5oz Chicken Steak Plain 10LB
5oz Grill Master 10LB
5oz South Philly 10LB
5oz Steak Liberty Bell 10LB
6oz Lean Strip Prima 10LB
6oz Grill Master 10LB
6oz Lean 10LB
6oz South Philly 10LB
6oz Steak Liberty Bell 10LB
7oz Grill Master 10LB
8oz Chicken Steak Lemon Butter 10LB
8oz Lean 10LB
Bulk Grill Master 10LB
Bulk Sirloin 10LB
Dxl 5oz T Steaks 10LB
Dxl 6oz Marinated Chicken Steak 10LB

**BASES**
Legout Chicken Base 1LB
Legout Cream Soup Base 28oz
Legout Ham Base 1LB
Prima Dry Beef Base 1LB
Prima Dry Beef Base 4LB
Prima Dry Chicken Base 1LB
Prima Dry Chicken Base 4LB
Prima Ham Base 1LB
Prima Wet Beef Base 1LB
Prima Wet Chicken Base 1LB

**GRAVY**
Gravy Master GL
Legout Brown Gravy 12/ #5 CN
Legout Chicken Gravy 12/#5 CN
Legout Turkey Gravy 12/#5 CN
Trio Brown Gravy 1LB
Trio Chicken Gravy 1LB
Trio Turkey Gravy 1LB

**SOUPS**
Chicken Noodle Soup Campbell's #5 CN
Soup Baked Potato Chowder 8LB
Soup Boston Clam Chowder 8LB
Soup Chicken and Dumpling 8LB
Soup Chicken Gumbo 8LB
Soup Chicken Noodle 8LB
Soup Chicken White Chili 8LB
Soup Chuck Wagon Chili 8LB
Soup Cream of Broccoli with Cheese 8LB
Soup Garden Vegetable 8LB
Soup Italian Wedding 46oz
Soup Minestrone 8LB
Soup New England Clam Chowder 8LB
Soup Split Pea with Ham 8LB
Soup Vegetable Beef 8LB
Tomato Soup Campbell's #5 CN

**COFFEE**
Bravo Coffee 1LB
Coffee Pot Glass Brown Handle
Coffee Pot Glass Orange Handle
Coffee Pot Greek 2 cup
Coffee Pot Greek 4 cup
Coffee Pot Greek 8 cup
Coffee Fresh Ground per/LB
Coffee Stirrers 1M
Coffee 120/2oz
Laikos Coffee 1LB
Nescafe 100GM
Nescafe 200GM
Nescafe Decaf 200GM
Papagalos Coffee 1LB
Papagalos Decaf Coffee 3.5oz
Venizelos Coffee 1LB

PICKLES AND PEPPERS
Giardinieara 28LB
Giardinieara per/LB
Hot Chopped Peppers GL
Jalapeno Peppers Sliced GL
Pepperonchini 5GL
Pepperonchini GL
Peppers Red Roasted #10 CN
Peppers Red Roasted 16oz
Pickle Relish Sweet GL
Pickles Deli 5GL
Pickles Hamburger Chips 5GL
Pickles Hamburger Chips GL
Pickles Kosher Chips GL
Pickles Kosher Chips 5GL
Pickles Kosher Spears 5GL
Pickles Sweet Gherkins 200CT
Pickles Whole GL
Sliced Banana Peppers GL
Sweet Pepper Strips GL

CANNED GOODS
7/11 Tomato Sauce 6/#10
74/40 Tomato Fillets 6/#10
Al Dente Pasta Sauce 6/#10
Alta Cucina Whole Plum Tomatoes #10 CN
Angela Mia Spaghetti Sauce #10 CN
Beets Sliced Hanover #10 CN
Bienvenido Salsa 6/#10
Black Beans Hanover 6/#10
Cannellini Beans 6/#10
Carrots Sliced #10 CN
Corn Whole Hanover #10 CN
Cut Green Beans Hanover #10 CN
Don Pepino #10 CN
Don Pepino #303 CN
Eggplant Roasted #10 CN
Full Red Pizza Sauce 6/#10
Full Red Prepared Pizza Sauce 6/#10
Full Red Tomato Paste #10 CN
Full Red Tomato Puree 6/#10
Instant Mashed Potatoes #10 CN
Ketchup Hanover #10 CN
Ketchup Heinz #10 CN
Kidney Beans Dark Hanover #10 CN
Kidney Beans Light Hanover #10 CN
Mixed Vegetables Hanover #10 CN
Mushrooms Stems and Pieces #10 CN
Olives Black Pitted #10 CN
Olives Sliced Black #10 CN
Olives Sliced Green #10 CN
Peas Sweet #10 CN
Peppers Red Roasted #10 CN
Pineapple Tidbits #10 CN
Pizzaiolo Pizza Sauce 6/#10
Pomorola 6/#10
Pork and Beans Hanover #10 CN
Potatoes Sliced White Hanover #10 CN
Potatoes Whole White Hanover #10 CN
Pudding Chocolate #10 CN
Pudding Rice #10 CN
Pudding Vanilla #10 CN
Saporito Crushed Tomatoes 6/#10
Saporito Pizza Sauce 6/#10
Sauerkraut #10 CN
Spaghetti Sauce Hanover #10 CN
Super Dolce Pizza Sauce 6/#10
Tomato Magic 6/#10
Tomato Sauce Hanover #10 CN
Trattoria Spaghetti Sauce #10 CN
Valoroso Tomatoes in Juice 6/#10

SAUCES AND DRESSINGS
1000 Island Dressing  GL
A-1 Steak Sauce 24/5oz
Blue Cheese Dressing  GL
Cocktail Sauce GL
Cole Slaw Dressing GL
Creamy Italian Dressing  GL
Garlic Sauce Grandioso GL
Honey Mustard Sauce Grecian Delight 1/2GL
Honey Mustard Viniagrette Dressing  GL
Horseradish GL
Horseradish QT
Hot Sauce GL
Hot Sauce Texas Pete GL
Ken's Balsamic Select GL
Ken's Blue Cheese Dressing GL
Ken's Caesar Creamy Dressing GL
Ken's Casear Tableside GL
Ken's California French Dressing GL
Ken's Cannonball BBQ 4/1GL
Ken's Deluxe French GL
Ken's Golden Italian Dressing GL
Ken's Gourmet Caesar GL
Ken's Greek Dressing GL
Ken's Greek w/Feta and Olive Oil GL
Ken's Honey Mustard 0634 4/1GL
Ken's Honey Mustard Dressing GL
Ken's Lite Olive Oil Viniagrette Dressing GL
Ken's Parmesan Peppercom Dressing GL
Ken's Ranch Dressing GL
Ken's Roman Caesar GL
Ketchup #10 Hanover CN
Ketchup Heinz #10 CN
L & P Sauce 24/5oz
Mayo Prima GL
Oil & Vinegar Dressing  GL
Open Pit BBQ Sauce 5GL
Open Pit BBQ Sauce GL
Pancake Syrup GL
Parmesan Peppercom Dressing GL
Ranch Dressing  GL
Salad Mustard  GL
Soy Sauce GL
Tabasco Sauce 24/2oz
Tartar Sauce GL
Teriyaki Sauce GL
Texas Pete Honey Mustard GL
Tiger Sauce GL
Tzatziki Kronos 1/2GL
Vinegar Balsamic 5LT
Vinegar Red Wine GL
Vinegar Regina Red Wine GL
Vinegar White GL
Wing Sauce Cajun GL
Wing Sauce Honey BBQ GL
Wing Sauce Hot & Spicy BBQ GL
Wing Sauce Hot GL
Wing Sauce Hot Texas Pete GL
Wing Sauce Mild GL
Wing Sauce Mild Texas Pete GL
Wing Sauce Roasted Garlic GL
Wing Sauce Toxic Waste GL
Worchester'shire Sauce GL

PORTION PACKS
Apple Jelly 200/.5oz
Assorted Crackers 400CT
Assorted Jelly 200/.5oz
BBQ Sauce Sweet Baby Ray's 100/1.25oz
Butter Cups 720CT
Cream Cheese 100/1oz
Croutons 250/.25oz
Crushed Red Pepper 200/1GM
Equal 2000CT
Garlic Sauce Prima 96/1.5oz
Half and Half Creamers 402CT
Heinz Ketchup 1000CT
Hot Sauce 200/7GM
Ken's 1000 Island Dressing 60/1.5oz
Ken's Blue Cheese Dressing 60/1.5oz
Ken's Blue Cheese Dressing Cups 100/1.5oz
Ken's Caesar Dressing 60/1.5oz
Ken's Cocktail 100/1.5oz
Ken's Creamy Italian Dressing 60/1.5oz
Ken's Dijon Honey Mustard 60/1.5oz
Ken's Fat Free French Dressing 60/1.5oz
Ken's Fat Free Ranch Dressing 60/1.5oz
Ken's French Dressing 60/1.5oz
Ken's Greek Dressing 60/1.5oz
Ken's Honey Mustard Cups 100/1.5oz
Ken's Lite Italian Dressing 60/1.5oz
Ken's Parmesan Peppercom Dressing 60/1.5oz
Ken's Ranch Dressing 60/1.5oz
Ken's Tartar 100/1.5oz
Ketchup 500CT
Mayo 200/9GM
Mustard 200/4.5GM
Parmesan Cheese 200/3.5GM
Pepper 3000CT
Salt 3000CT
Saltine Crackers 500/2PK
Seafood Sauce 200/12GM
Sugar 2000/2.83GM
Sweet and Low 2500CT
Sweet Relish 200/9GM
Syrup 100/1.5oz
Tartar 200/9GM

PRIMA SPICES
Allspice Ground 16oz
Anise Seed Whole 14oz
Bacon Bits McCormick 3.5LB
Basil 6oz
Basil 24oz
Bay Leaves 2oz
Bay Leaves 10oz
Cajun Seasoning 14oz
Cajun Seasoning 6LB
Carribean Jerk Seasoning 18oz
Cayenne Pepper 6LB
Celery Seed Whole 16oz
Chili Powder 18oz
Chili Powder 6LB
Chopped Onions McCormick 3LB
Cinnamon Ground 16oz
Cinnamon Sticks 8oz
Corriander 11oz
Curry Powder 16oz
Dill Weed 5oz
Fennel Seed Ground 16oz
Garlic Chopped 32oz
Garlic Granulated 16oz
Garlic Granulated 5LB
Garlic Granulated 55LB
Garlic Powder 18oz
Garlic Powder 5LB
Ginger Ground 16oz
Greek Seasoning 12oz
Italian Seasoning McCormick 1.75LB
Lemon Pepper McCormick 27oz
Mint Leaves 3oz
Montreal Chicken Seasoning McCormick 23oz
Montreal Steak Seasoning McCormick 26oz
MSG 2LB
MSG 5LB  
Mustard Powder 16oz  
Nutmeg Ground 16oz  
Old Bay McCormick 24oz  
Old Bay McCormick 7LB  
Onion Granulated 5LB  
Onion Powder 19oz  
Onion Powder 5LB  
Oregano Greek 5LB  
Oregano Leaves McCormick 1.5LB  
Paprika 18oz  
Paprika 5LB  
Parsley Flakes 12oz  
Pepper Black 16oz  
Pepper Black 5LB  
Pepper Black 55LB  
Pepper Black Cracked McCormick 16oz  
Pepper Black Whole McCormick 19.5oz  
Pepper White 18oz  
Pepper White 5LB  
Pickling Spice 14oz  
Pickling Spice 4LB  
Pizza Sauce Mix 25LB  
Red Crushed Pepper 12oz  
Red Crushed Pepper 4LB  
Rosemary 6oz  
Rosemary 2LB  
Salad Supreme McCormick 24oz  
Salt 25LB  
Salt 50LB  
Salt Rounds 24/26oz  
Sugar 25LB  
Sugar 50LB  
Sugar Dark Brown 50LB  
Sugar Light Brown 50LB  
Thyme Leaves 2LB  

SEAFOOD  
Anchovies 28oz  
Anchovies in Salt 15oz  
Clam Strips 24/4oz  
Clams Vac-Pac 17-22CT  
Codfish Boneless Salted per/LB  
Crab Cake 12/2oz  
Crab Cake Premium 6/6/2oz  
Crab Meat Claw 1LB
Crab Meat Colossal 1LB
Crab Meat Jumbo Lump 1LB
Crab Meat Lump 1LB
Crab Meat Special Lump 1LB
Crab Meat Super Lump 1LB
Flounder Breaded 5oz 10LB
Gavros 1KG
Haddock 3oz 6LB
Haddock 4oz 10LB
Herring Smoked per/LB
Lavraki per/LB
Mussels 1/2 Shell 2LB
Octopus 4/6LB
Octopus 6/8LB
Oysters Breaded 3DZ/3LB
Pollock 4oz 10LB
Pollock Battered 8oz 20lb
Porgies per/LB
Salmon Filet 8oz AVG per/lb
Sardines Frozen 28oz
Sardines in Salt 4.5Kg
Sardines Salted 1/2Kg
Scallops Breaded 3LB
Sepia per/LB
Shrimp 10/15 5LB
Shrimp 21/25 5LB
Shrimp 41/50 Peeled 5LB
Shrimp Basket 12/8oz
Shrimp Breaded 16/20 3LB
Shrimp for Salad 130/200 5LB
Shrimp Large Broken 5LB
Smelts 2LB
Squid Cleaned 4LB AVG
Tsipoura per/LB
Tuna Light 66.5oz CN
Tuna Tongol 6/66.5oz
Tuna White 66.5oz CN
Whiting 2oz 10LB
Whiting 4oz 6LB
Whiting Fillet Skin On 30LB

BAKERY AND DESSERTS
Baking Powder 5LB
Baking Soda 1LB
Baklava 12PC
Baklava 32PC
Baklava 48PC
Bread Crumbs 24oz
Bread Crumbs 25LB
Bread Fench Baguette
Bread Greek Kouloura
Bread Tsureki (seasonal)
Cake Apple Walnut Crumb 32OZ
Cake Banana 48OZ
Cake Black Forest 54OZ
Cake Carrot 60OZ
Cake Cheesecake 60OZ
Cake Cheesecake Chocolate Covered
Cake Cheesecake Individual 24CT
Cake Chocolate Chip Cheesecake
Cake Chocolate Cream 44OZ
Cake Chocolate Truffle Mousse 2/56OZ
Cake Coconut 48OZ
Cake German Chocolate 52OZ
Cake Rasberry Cheesecake
Cake Strawberry Cheesecake
Cake Touch of Strawberry 52OZ
Cake Triple Chocolate 60OZ
Cannoli Cream Vaccaro 6LB
Cannoli Shells Vaccaro 48CT
Cannoli Shells Mini Chocolate Dipped 48CT
Corn Meal 50LB
Cracker Basket Assortment 400CT
Cracker Meal Extra Fine 25LB
Cracker Meal Fine 25LB
Cracker Meal Medium 25LB
Croutons Seasoned 4/2.5LB
Fillo Prima #10 24/1LB
Fillo Prima #4 24/1LB
Fillo Prima #7 24/1LB
Flour All Purpose 25LB
Flour Dust 25LB
Flour Pillsbury Hi Gluten 50LB
Flour Reddi Sponge 50LB
Kataifi 10PC
Kataifi 35PC
Kataifi Dough 1LB
Koulourakia
Kourambiethes
Melomakarona
Pie Chocolate Mousse 32OZ
Pie Lemon Meringue 6/36OZ
Pie Peanut Butter 40OZ
Pita 6" Kronos 12/10PK
Pita Grecian Delight 7" 12/10PK
Pita Kronos 7" 12/10PK
Pita Kontos 7" 12/10pk
Pita Multi-Grain 12/10pk
Pita Thins 9"
Pizza Shells 12" K.B. Pizza 24PK
Pizza Shells 16" K.B. Pizza 18PK
Pizza Shells 9" K.B. Pizza 36PK
Pizza Shells Thin Crust 12" 80PK
Pizza Shells Thin Crust 14" 30PK
Pizza Shells Thin Crust 16" 30PK
Saltines 500/2PK
Saltines Crushed 10LB
Saragli 24oz
Semolina 1LB
Semolina 50LB
Whole Wheat 2LB
Whole Wheat 50LB
Wraps Plain 6pk/12
Wraps Garlic 6pk/12
Wraps Spinach 6pk/12
Wraps Sundried Tomato 6pk/12
Wraps Whole Wheat 6pk/12
Yeast Dry 1LB
Yeast Fresh 1LB

SMALLWARE
Bread Basket Red Plastic
Cheese Shaker Glass 6oz
Cheese Shaker Plastic with Lid
Dinner Forks Stainless Steel DZ
Dinner Knives Stainless Steel DZ
Dough Cutter
Dough Docker
Grill Bricks 12PK
Grill Scraper 3"
Grill Screen Holder
Grill Screens 8PK
Napkin Dispenser
Pizza Cutter 2.75"
Pizza Cutter 4" Sani-Safe
Pizza Peel Aluminum 26inch
Pizza Peel Wood 12x14
Salt and Pepper Shakers Glass
Spoon 13" Solid
Spoons Bouillon Stainless Steel DZ
Spoons Soup DZ
Squeeze Bottle Clear
Squeeze Bottle Red
Squeeze Bottle Yellow
Sugar Dispenser 12oz
Thermometer for Deep Fryer
Thermometer for Meat
Thermometer for Refrigerator
Tongs Springloaded 12"
Tongs Springloaded 16"
Turner 8"x3" Solid
Turner 8"x3" with Holes
Whip French 12"
Whip Piano 18"

**DRY GOODS**
1oz Cups 5M
1oz Lids 5M
2oz Cups 125/20
2oz Lids 125/20
8oz Deli Cups 500CT
16oz Deli Cups 500CT
32oz Deli Cups 500CT
4oz Cups 125/20
4oz Lids 125/20
7" Lids Dome 500CT
7" Pans 500CT
9" Lids Dome 500CT
9" Pans 500CT
Beer Cups 12oz 1M
Bleach 6/1GL
Brillo Pads 10PK
Brown Bags 10LB 500CT
Brown Bags 12LB 500CT
Brown Bags 16LB 500CT
Brown Bags 2LB 500CT
Brown Bags 20LB 500CT
Brown Bags 25LB 500CT
Brown Bags 4LB 500CT
Brown Bags 57LB 1/6 500CT
Brown Bags 6LB 500CT
Brown Bags 6/Pack Shorty 500CT
Brown Bags 8LB 500CT
Catering Trays and Lids 12"
Catering Trays and Lids 16"
Catering Trays and Lids 18"
Circles 10" 250CT
Circles 12" 250CT
Circles 14" 250CT
Circles 16" 125CT
Coffee Stirrers 1M
Cups 10J10 1M
Cups 12J12 1M
Cups 12J16 1M
Cups 12SJ20 Squat 500CT
Cups 14J16 1M
Cups 16J16 1M
Cups 16MJ20 Squat 500CT
Cups 20J16 500CT
Cups 24J24 500CT
Cups 32TJ32 500CT
Cups 6J6 1M
Cups 6SJ12 1M
Cups 8J8 1M
Cups 8SJ20 Squat 1M
Cups 8SJ32 1M
Cushion Wrap 2/500
Degreaser 4/1GL
Film 12"X2M FT
Film 18"X2M FT
Foil 12"X1M FT
Foil 18"X500FT
Foil Sheets 500CT
Food Trays 1LB 1M
Food Trays 1/2LB 1M
Food Trays 2LB 1M
Food Trays 3LB 500CT
Forks Plastic 1M
French Fry Bags 603FF4 2M
French Fry Bags 605FF5 2M
Frill Club Pick 1M
G-10 Deli Wrap 500CT
G-12 Deli Wrap 50CT
G-15 Deli Wrap 500CT
Gloves Disposable 1M
Greece Placemats 1M
Greek Key Placemats 1M
Green Hand Soap 4/1GL
Green Scour Pads 20CT
Guest Check 210 Single
Guest Check 4 Part
Guest Check 947 Duplicate 2M
Guest Check A6000G
Hot Dog Tray 500CT
Knives Plastic 1M
Stainless Steel Sponges 12PK
Lids 10JL 1M
Lids 10SL 1M
Lids 12JL 1M
Lids 12SL 1M
Lids 12UL 1M
Lids 16FTLS 1M
Lids 16SL 1M
Lids 20JL 1M
Lids 20RL 500CT
Lids 24SL 500CT
Lids 32SL 500CT
Lids 6JL 1M
Lids 8JL 1M
Lids 8SL 1M
Masking Tape 3/4"
Mop Handle 63"
Mophead 24oz
Mophead 32oz
Napkins 1/4 Fold
Napkins Cocktail 4M
Napkins Dinner Style 2PLY 30/100CT
Napkins for Dispenser 10M
Newsprint 15X20
Newsprint 18X24
Oven & Grill Cleaner 4/1GL
Pans 1/2 Size and Lids
Pans Full Size and Lids
Pan Liners 16X24 1000CT
Paper Plates 9" 1200CT
Patty Paper 4.75X5
Patty Paper 5.5X5.5
Pink Hand Soap 4/1GL
Pink Soap Beads 25LB
Pizza Boxes 10X10 Corrugated 50CT
Pizza Boxes 10X10 Regular 100CT
Pizza Boxes 12X12 Corrugated 50CT
Pizza Boxes 14X14 Corrugated 50CT
Pizza Boxes 16X16 Corrugated 50CT
Pizza Boxes 18X18 Corrugated 50CT
Pizza Boxes 9X9 Regular 100CT
Pizza Pans 12"
Pizza Pans 14"
Pizza Pans 16"
Pizza Pans 18"
Pizza Saver Tables
Pizza Screens 12"
Pizza Screens 14"
Pizza Screens 16"
Pizza Screens 18"
Pizza Screens 20"
Pizza Screens 9"
Poly Bags 18X24 250CT
Poly Bags 6X3X15
Premium Subwrap 15X20
Premium Subwrap 18X24
Register Rolls Thermal 3 1/8IN 50RL
Sandwich Bags Dry Wax 1M
Shortening Filters 50CT
Soup Spoons Plastic 1M
Spic & Span 3oz/45CT
Straws Jumbo Wrapped 500CT
Teaspoons Plastic 1M
Toilet Tissue 2Ply 96X1
Toilet Paper Giant Rolls 6CT
Tooth Picks Mint 1M
Towel Brown Roll 6/800CT
Towel Chix 200CT
Towel Roll 2PLY 30/85CT
Towel Singlefold 4000CT
Trash Liners 56GL
Trash Liners 33GL
Trash Liners 45GL
Tray 12X3 Hoagie 200CT
Tray 3 Compartment Large 9X9 200CT
Tray 4 Cup Holder 300CT
Tray 5X5 500CT
Tray 6X6 500CT
Tray 6X6 Clear 200CT
Tray 8X8 200CT
Tray 8X8 Clear Plastic 200CT
Tray 9X10 Large 200CT
Tray 9X4 500CT
Tray 9X5 500CT
Tray 9X6 200CT
Tray 9X9 Clear Plastic 200CT
Tray Clear 7X4 Hoagie
T-Shirt Bags 1M
White Bags 10LB 500CT
White Bags 12LB 500CT
White Bags 16LB 500CT
White Bags 20LB 500CT
White Bags 4LB 500CT
White Bags 6LB 500CT
White Bags 8LB 500CT
White Bread Bags
White Sub Bags 4X2X14 1M